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Welcome to the executive summary of Leading Lotus LLC.
• The undersigned reader of Leading Lotus LLC documents hereby acknowledges that the
information provided here is proprietary to the Leading Lotus LLC., and therefore the reader
agrees not to disclose anything found in the business plan without the express written consent of
the founder, Uma Gopaldass.
• The information furnished in this company introduction is in the copyright and trademark
registration process. The marks © and ™ highlights the exclusive rights of the concepts and
methodology for Leading Lotus LLC purpose only. Any infringement of copyright and trademark
laws will be governed by United States Patent and Trademark office, Colorado site.

Contact:
Uma (Devi) Gopaldass
Founder / Principle Advisor
(T) : 720-6336528
(E) : uma@leadinglotus.com
(W): www.leadinglotus.com
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Decision Making

If your decision making, goals setting or strategy driving environment resembles any of these, contact us.

These days, decision making and
strategizing for your business can cause
decision fatigue all around, making
teams rush in with ego blazing
assumptions to be right and be right
quickly.

Death by

The shifting modern world with artificial
intelligence, data intensified conflicting
facts and human detached
communications, can drive a team to
regurgitate unproductive records of data,
get into defensive arguments or stall
decisions till we get to an
“understanding”.

Decision Making
Often this means that we have drifted into
massaging the symptoms versus
addressing the real requirements.
Using a good foundational process to
achieve clarity and effectiveness in decision
making, provides a grounding longer term
outlook for the greater good of an
organization.
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The Leading Lotus story.

Leading Lotus was born from a premise that businesses are not making the right choices for long term growth and sustainability.

Why we do

What we do

“In worse cases, strategies and decisions are failing to capture
opportunities and risking all that an organization stands for.”
•

Companies are risking long term growth for “short-termism”.
Leading Lotus believes in:

” In best cases, you achieve a truthful clarity in making choices.”
•

1. Challenge your requirement hypothesis

1. Marrying data responsibly with intuition intelligently.

2. Create full alignment of the decision-makers cognitive styles and
prevent biases in making those strategic calls.

2. Feeding the heart and soul of an organization into every
decision
•

We avoid traditional consulting and business practices that focus on
buzzword strategies and “flavor of the day” decisions.

•

We make owners, leaders and business executives look deep into
their core values and align with the true requirements.

•

We call it, “combining the deceptively soft strength of an authentic
mind and applying it to the harsh business world.”

This unique methodology has two underlying values, to elevate your
decision making process:

•

The Leading Lotus methodology is built in-house based on
behavioral economics and business psychology in strategy and
decision making.

•

This guided methodology interactively harmonizes intuition with
rational reasoning, by stripping biases in data analytics into facts and
combining it with experiential awareness.

•

The advisor uses a combination of assessments, cognitive activities
and coaching techniques to recover the many forms of biases in
critical thinking and illusions in data framing.
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Leading Lotus Guided Methodology™

The five phase methodology guides clients to outcomes that fuel clarity in strategy and decisions

v Each phase carries task oriented activities underpinning the
requirement.
v These key activities have appropriate outcomes and client alignment,
feeding into the next phase, seamlessly.
v In each phase, we understand the “muddiness” of the requirement
through individual assessments followed by team based
problem/opportunity identification.
v We “educate” to flush out and remove cognitively driven biases in
logic and intuition, and to set us on the right course.
v Finally we align for clarity and direction by putting our findings
through an extended “wash”, and to solidify the decision.
v All activities are conducted with utmost professionalism and respect
with high ethical standards.

Copyrights 2017 Leading Lotus LLC
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Where can you use our help?

Whether your requirement is a large scale strategy or a small impact project, Leading Lotus is essential in three areas:

1) decisions for unclear problems; 2) decisions for opportunities and growth; and 3) decisions for direction in new areas of venture or creative drive.

Build confidence in decision, strategy & goal setting:
• Build confidence in your deliverables
• Challenge and verify viability of your approach
• Produce sustainable & executable options
• Establish a resilient culture

Build valued leader culture:
• Transcend leadership
• Become trusted entities
• Inspire common vision and goals
• Integrated decision making culture

Build an innovative organization:
• Find that innovative edge
• Reveal great potential in people
• Remove mental blocks for revolutionary
thinking

Confidence
Building

Provoking
Thought
Leadership

Driving
Innovation

Troubleshooting
the “Troubled”

SEEK
CLARITY

Strategic
Envisioning

Creative
Direction

Build clarity in issues and root causes:
• Evaluate source issues
• Fit the gap in knowledge
• Stop value leakage
• Understand entire paradigm
• Bridge the silos

Build long term sustainability:
• Set stretched vision
• Design long term growth strategy
• Remove strategy “myopia”
• Achieve strategy readiness

Build a resilient organization:
• Produce long term direction for growth
• Establish an inventive & imaginative culture
• Develop unique solutions for unique
requirements
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The client experience?

Clients walk away with a sense of empowerment during times of uncertainty and stretched decision making need. Whatever the
situation, Leading Lotus will tailor a delivery approach that best suits your needs.
Cognitive bias assessments

Decision Styles Management

Think Tank Sessions

Innovation Center
Understand
organisations
heartbeat

Fit / Gap Audits

True Scope Alignment

Brainstorm Sessions

War Room Sessions
Use authentic
and mindful
attitudes

Strategy Readiness

Challenge and
stretch your
imagination

Explore multifaceted,
universal
insights

Interpersonal Mastery

Long term impact clarity

Cultural Discord Assessment
Group Alignment

Strategy Robustness

Conflict Management

Strategy myopia checks

Diverse culture assessments
Forums and Speaking Event
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